
Identity for Everything™

for End-to-End Document Signing

Simplicity and security in one
easy-to-use tool

Traditionally, online document signing processes have been complex 
and unwieldy, or overly simplistic and without the ability to cover 
every use case or signing scenario. Solutions that do offer a wide 
range of features are expensive and not the right fit for small- and 
medium-sized companies.

GMO Sign is a cloud-based document workflow solution from 
GlobalSign that is cost effective and thoughtfully designed to 
facilitate simplified, end-to-end approval and signing workflows 
with signed document management. Now employees, partners, and 
customers of any organization can easily electronically and digitally 
sign documents through a single user-friendly and secure platform.

GMO Sign offers:

BENEFITS
Streamline operations by using one 
platform for all your signing needs

Satisfy multiple use cases with 
customizable workflow options

Protect data and information with 
added security options

Save time with predefined signing 
configurations and bulk send 
capabilities 

Store and organize documents 
with contract management tools

Get 24/7 online support from our 
comprehensive help center
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Electronic signatures, AATL digital signatures, and eIDAS-compliant advanced electronic signatures in one user 
interface

Fully managed keys for powerful, yet transparent cryptographic identity binding

Customizable signatures and workflows

Reusable document and signing workflow templates for future use

Bulk sending for a secure universal signing experience to complete individual signing requirements, saving time

User group and folder access management to ensure documents are secure and in the right hands

Easy interface for contract and document management

Document archival giving users an enhanced view into the document’s history

Timestamping and long-term validation
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Identity for Everything™

Contact us for more information about Document Signing.
www.globalsign.com/en-ph I sales.ph@globalsign.com

Digital signing is in our DNA
As a globally recognized Certificate Authority (CA) and Trust Service Provider (TSP) with over two-and-a-half
decades of experience, GlobalSign is uniquely equipped to provide document signing solutions that meet a
variety of legislative guidelines and strict compliance measures. That’s the GMO Sign advantage. 

High-assurance digital signatures at your fingertips
While basic eSignatures are acceptable for many different document types, there is no easy way to prove the
signer’s identity and they are generally not considered legally binding. To help address these questions of
authenticity and integrity, digital signatures were developed. When you apply a digital signature to a document, 
cryptography employed behind the scenes binds your digital certificate with the data being signed into one unique 
“fingerprint.”

For today’s remote and distributed workforces, the ability to apply secure digital signatures is critical, so they
can keep business moving. GMO Sign not only has an intuitive interface but also provides a seamless, cloud-based 
solution for applying digital signatures across the enterprise. No more juggling tokens or managing complex HSM 
solutions. Since GMO Sign is powered by GlobalSign’s Digital Signing Service (DSS) you get all of the benefits of trusted 
and compliant digital signatures without the hassle of managing digital certificates. 

One platform, so many uses 
Unlike many other document signing solutions on the market, GMO Sign offers both electronic and digital
signatures in one interface, allowing you to customize signatures depending on internal and/or external use
cases for the enterprise.

Users can easily add document details like renewal period, termination notice, and expiration date. Plus, the
application contains eight custom fields that can be used to provide additional details related to the document so you 
can file away and search for documents as they’re needed.

GMO Sign is available to purchase in packs for electronic signatures, digital signatures, or both. 

How It Works: 
For electronic signatures, the process can be facilitated 100% through the initiating company’s instance of 
GMO Sign. Electronic signatures can be applied by employees within the organization, or partners/customers 
of the organization.

For secure digital signatures, both parties would require their own instance of the GMO Sign application. 
Digital signatures can be applied by employees within the organization or, if both companies are using the 
GMO Sign application, digital signatures can be applied by both parties.

Employee signing – internal documents
When employees within an enterprise need to apply secure digital signatures or simple
electronic signatures 

HR documents

Invoices

NDAs

One-way employee signing – external documents
When an employee within an enterprise needs to digitally or electronically sign a document
that originates from or will be shared with an external party 

Business-to-Business (B2B) signing
Employee within an enterprise can digitally sign the document and have the external party/
business electronically sign the document. Or both parties can digitally sign the document 
if both companies have GMO Sign 

Use Case
Sample Document 

Type
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